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Monetary and Bonds Review
Hawkish move initiated

Central bank raise 7 days reverse repo rate by 25 bps
Bank Indonesia (BI) decided to raise policy rate by 25bps to 4.50% in the May board of
governor meeting. It also increased deposit facility rate to 3.75% and lending facility rate
to 5.25%. Central bank pointed out that this move is necessary to maintain macroeconomic
stability amidst high global financial volatility. It is even ready to take stronger measure to
maintain the stability.

BI macro guidance: dilemma of stability and growth
In its statement, we see that central bank had a dilemma between macroeconomic
stability and growth. It said that rate hike is necessary to prevent Rupiah depreciation
effect on inflation. As of April 2018, inflation reached 3.41% YoY and we still predict that
year end inflation will be around 3.5% YoY. A rate hike prevents us to increase our inflation
forecast this year. However, BI also said that the rate hike may change growth estimate in
this year. GDP growth is estimated to be slightly lower than target, especially government
target at 5.4%. However, BI still maintained its target for economic growth at range 5.1% -
5.5%. We have a view that 25 bps rate hike effect on GDP growth will not significant but
another rate hike of 25bps to 4.75% may affect our view on GDP. We see BI is ready to
sacrifice growth a little in order to maintain Rupiah stability.

Downside from FFR hike expectation almost near the end
In 1H18 we face peaked global volatility due to FFR hike shifting expectation. In the
beginning of 2018, most of economist surveyed by Bloomberg still predicted 2x FFR hike in
2018. However, the prediction shifted to 3x hike in February and shifted again to 4x in
April. We see that Rupiah, as of May 17, has depreciated 3.4% YTD and 5.8% from its
strongest position in January 29 (Rp 13,289). We see that FFR hike projection from FOMC
in June 2018 will denote 4x FFR hike in 2018 and 2x hike in 2019. The latest Bloomberg
survey showed that 41.4% economists predicted 4 times FFR hike in 2018, implying that
market had priced in to 4x FFR hike. We believe the increase in market volatility due to
FFR hike expectation will last until late 2Q18 (next FOMC meeting in June) and market will
look calm after that. However, global risk may still come from trade war and geopolitical
conflict as the uncertainty of US-China and US-North Korea meeting remained high.

Our call: 4x FFR hike, 2x BI 7DRRR hike and Rupiah to Rp13,975/USD in 2018 average
Judging from BI hawkish tone of it is willing to sacrifice the growth to maintain stability,
we decide to revise our call for rate hike. We retain our view that The Fed will raise FFR by
4x in this year and 2x in 2019. Current BI’s forecast may imply that Fed will only increase
FFR by 3x in this year. However, we see that June’s FOMC meeting projection will change
BI’s view as the new projection should be similar with our forecast and force Bank
Indonesia to have another rate hike in the same month (next BoG meeting on June 27-28)
for currency stabilization sake. Rupiah volatility should gradually ease as we see global
volatility will decline due to in line FFR hike expectation. We see Rupiah will average
around Rp13,975/USD in 2018 and Rp14,050 at year end 2018. Although we expect that
the market volatility will decline in 2H18 and started to trigger capital inflow, we believe
Rupiah has limited room to strengthen due to current account deficit pressure. We expect
CAD will be at 2.1% of GDP in 2018, widen from 2017 position at 1.7% of GDP. However,
please beware of our forecast risk as mentioned in the last paragraph.

Bearish trend dominate bonds market in 1H18
After experiencing bullish period in 2017, Indonesia bonds market finally turned to bearish
period in 1H18. Yield of 10-yr Indonesia’s government bonds rose from its lowest position
at 6.13% in Jan 8 to current position at 7.2% in May. Shifting of FFR hike expectation
played the main role in the bearish bonds market as it pushed US bonds market and
global bonds market to bearish trend. Furthermore, higher FFR hike expectation triggered
capital outflow from emerging market, especially from countries which had twin deficit
like Indonesia, India and Philippines, and brought down these countries currency to a deep
depreciation (see exhibit 6). Higher global volatility also brought Indonesia’s 5 yr credit
default swap (CDS) back to above 100 levels after it experienced the lowest level at 76.9 in
January. It made the positive catalysts like Moodys rating upgrade, Indonesia’s bonds
inclusion in global bonds index and low inflation almost had no effect to the market.

Policy rates’ outcome
Apr

2018
May
2018

Est. Cons.

BI 7DRRR (%) 4.25 4.50 4.50 4.50

Deposit facility

rate (%) 3.50 3.75 3.75

Lending facility

( rate) (%) 5.00 5.25 5.25

Inflation & policy rate

Source : BPS & Bank Indonesia

Rupiah and Foreign Reserve

Source : Bloomberg
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Expect 10-yr yield to reach 7.25% in YE 2018
We believe that bearish trend in bond market may continue until June, when FOMC will
give new projection which reveals its preference of 4x FFR hike in 2018. Limited downside
from FFR expectation means limited downside from US treasury yield and Rupiah. We see
that US treasury 10-yr yield may end 2018 at 3.12% level. Current level of UST 10-yr yield
is approaching 3.1% level but we believe it is due to the impact of higher geopolitical
tension in Korea Peninsula and US-China trade war. We expect both conflicts will ease in
near term and bring UST 10-yr yield to 3.0% level. We also expect Indonesia’s CDS 5 yr will
ease from current level at around 120 to 100 in year end as global volatility decline and
Indonesia’s GDP growth will pick up to around 5.3%. Inflation is expected to be around
3.5% in this year. Assuming that central bank will increase the policy rate once more to
4.75%, we expect that 10-yr yield will reach 7.31% at end of 1H18 and 7.25% in 2H18.

Risk to our policy rate, Rupiah and bond yield forecast
Our call for policy rate, Rupiah and bond yield also comes with some risks. Globally, we
see the risk will still come from higher geopolitical tension in Korea Peninsula and US-
China trade war. In previous paragraph, we expect that the conflict may end in near term.
However, it may not close any risks of further higher tension of conflict that cause higher
UST yield and in the end affect our Rupiah and bond yield estimate. Global risk also comes
from ECB plan of monetary tightening. We expect ECB to end monetary stimulus by 2H18
and started to tighten the policy in 2019. Although ECB’s move should give less impact to
our forecast than Fed but the risk from ECB’s move is still worth to watch. Domestically,
we see the risk will come from higher than expected inflation, especially due to higher
global oil price. If government cannot hold the subsidized oil price at current price, it may
affect administered price and inflation in overall. Higher inflation may force central bank
to raise another rate. Second risk comes from current account deficit (CAD). We expect
2.1% of GDP CAD in 2018 but we still do not close any opportunity of higher CAD, especially
after huge trade deficit in April (USD-1.68 bn). Third risk comes from political instability.
2H18 will be the kick off for 2019 presidential election. Although we expect stable political
condition in for presidential election 2019, the risk of political instability is still worth to
watch.

Exhibit 1: Macroeconomic Indicator

Year-end 31-Dec 14A 15A 16A 17A 18F
Nominal GDP (Rp tn) 10,543 11,541 12,407 13,588 14,878
Nominal GDP (USD bn) 888 861 974 1,015 1,102
GDP/capita (USD) - Nominal 3,530 3,377 3,605 3,877 4,158
Real GDP (%YoY) 5.0 4.8 5.0 5.1 5.3

Private Consumption (%YoY) 5.1 5.0 5.0 4.9 5.0
Government consumption (%YoY) 2.0 5.4 -0.1 2.1 3.5
Gross Fixed Capital Formation (%YoY) 4.1 5.1 4.5 6.1 7.5
Exports (%YoY) 1.0 -2.0 -1.7 9.1 7.3
Imports (%YoY) 2.2 -5.8 -2.3 8.1 10.5

Inflation rate (%YoY) - year end 8.4 3.4 3.0 3.6 3.5
Core inflation rate (%YoY) - year end 5.5 4.0 3.1 3.0 3.3
BI Rate 7.75 7.50
BI 7 Days Reverse Repo Rate - year end 4.75 4.25 4.75
Rupiah / US Dollar - average 11,878 13,398 13,473 13,380 13,975
Rupiah / US Dollar - year end 12,440 13,788 13,346 13,555 14,050
Current account as % of GDP -2.9 -2.1 -1.8 -1.7 -2.1
Fiscal balance as % of GDP -2.4 -2.8 -2.5 -2.5 -2.4

Source: BI, BPS, MoF and Ciptadana Estimates

We revise our Rupiah expectation to
13,975/USD for 2018 average and
Rp 14,050/USD for YE 2018
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Exhibit 2: Indonesia and US 10-yr Govt Bonds Yield

Source: Bloomberg

Exhibit 3: Forecasted Bond Yield

1H18 2H18

BI 7DRRR: 4.50% 4.75% 4.50% 4.75%

5 yr 6.75% 6.81% 6.67% 6.73%

10-yr 7.18% 7.31% 7.12% 7.25%

20 yr 7.89% 7.96% 7.86% 7.93%

Source: Ciptadana Estimates

Exhibit 4: Bloomberg Survey of FFR Projection

Source: Bloomberg

FFR hike expectation made US
bonds market and global bonds
market experienced bearish period

We expect 10yr yield at 7.31% in
1H18 and 7.25% at YE 2018

Economists has priced in 4x FFR
hike in 2018
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Exhibit 5: Indonesia Credit Default Swap 5 yr

Source: Bloomberg

Exhibit 6: Asian Currency Performance YTD as of May 18, 2018

Source: Bloomberg

Exhibit 7: Indonesia Trade Balance

Source: Bloomberg

High global volatility and
depreciating Rupiah made
Indonesia CDS is on uptrend

Indonesian Rupiah became one of
worst performer in Asia but still
had better performance from PHP
and INR which had twin deficit and
similar rating

April huge trade deficit may give
some risks to current account
deficit in 2018.
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